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FAINT-CONTINillTY AND SET-CONNECTEDNESS 

By Takashi Noiri 

1. lntroduction 

In 1971, Jin Ho Kwak [IJ introduced a new class of functions caIled s.l

connected and obtained some sufficient conditions fo r a set-connected funct ioD 
to be continuou s. In 1976, thc present author [5J continued the investigation 

of set-connected functions and showed that every weakly-continuous surjection 

is set-connected. Qu ite recently , P. E. Long and L. L. Herrington [3J have 

introduced a weak form of continuity caIled faintly-continuous by making use 

of (j-open scts. They obtained a large number of properties concerning such 

functions, and among them , showed that every weakly-continuous function is 

faintly-continuous and faint-continuity is equivalent to almost-continuity in the 

sense of Singal [10J if the range is almost-regular [어 , The purpose of the 

present note is to obtain further properties about faint-continuity and set

connectedness, It will be shown that every faintly-continuous surjection is set 

connected and the cOnverse is not true even though the range is regular. 

2. PreIiminaries 

Throughout the present note X and Y denote topological spaces on which no 

sepa ration axioms are assumed unless expIicitly stated. Let S be a subset of X. 

The closure of S and the interior of S are denoted by CI(S) and Int(S) , re응 

pectively. The subset S is said to be regιlar open ( resp. regular closeà) if Int 
(CI(S) )= S (resp. Cl(lnt (S))=S). The set 0 1" aIl xeX such that SnCI(V)"'Ø 
for cvery neighborhood V of x is called the 8-c/osιre [l1J of S. The subset S 

is called (j-c/oseà if the O-closure of S is contained in S. The complement of a 

(j-closed set is caIled (j-φen . We shaIl recall the definitions of some 、‘feak

forms of continuity. A function f: X• Y is said to be ωeakly -co씨i1IUOl'S [2J 

( resp. Ð-co1ttinuous, almost-continιous [10]) if for each xeX and cach open 

neighborhood V of f(x) , there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that 

f(U)ζCI(V) (resp. f(CI(U))CCI(V), f(U)ζInt(Cl(V))). 

REMARK 2. 1. The foIIowing impIications are known: 
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conli nui ty-:':;al "，osl←con#nιity-:':;{}-continuity-:':;weak-conlinμily 

DEFINITION 2. 2. A function f : X• Y is said to be faintly-continuous [3] if 

for each xeX and each (}-open set V containing fCx). there exists an open set 

U containing x such that fCU)CV. 

THEOREM 2.3. CLong and Herrington [3)). Every weakly-conlinαous functi on 

'is faintly-continμous. 

DEFIκITlON 2.4. A space X is said to be coηnected belween A and B if there 

e-xists nO closed and open 않t F of X such that ACF and FnB=ø. A function 

f:X • Y is said to be sel-connecled [1] provided that fCX) is connected between 

fCA) and fCB) with respect to the relative topology if X is connected between 

A and B. 

THEOREM 2.5. CNoiri. [5)). Eνery weakl y-conlinιOUS surjection is set-connec 

ted. 

3. Faintly-continuous functions 

THEOREM 3.1. If f : X • Y is almosl-coηtinιoιs and V is (}-open in Y , then 

f - l(V) is {}-open in X. 

PROOF. Let V be (}-open in Y and x any point of f- 1CV). By Theorem 1 

of [3] , there exists a regular open set U such that fCx) ε UcCICU)cV. Thus, 

we have XEf l(U)Cf-1(Cl(U))c=f 1(V). Slnce f IS almost-continuous, f l(U) 

is open in X and f - 1(Cl(U)) is closed in X [10, Theorem 2.2.]. Therefore, 

we obtain x ￡ f - 1(U)CC1(f-l(U))c=f-l(V). ThIS Shows that f-l(V) is 8 open 

in X. 

COROLLARY 3.2. (Long and Herrington [3]) . If f: X • Y t.s contz'nuoαs and 

V is Ii-open in Y , then f - 1CV) is θ open in X. 

THEOREM 3.3. A function f: X • Y is faintly -conlinuous i‘f and 0ηly if f ‘ : 
X→Y융 is fa써tly~continuous. where y* clenotes the semiregularization 01 Y. 

PROOF. N ecessity. Let f : X • Y be faintly-continuous. Let V용 be any θ-open 

set of Y융 Since the identity function i: Y • y* is continuous~ by Corollary 

3.2 i- 1CV*) is {}-open in Y and hence (f*)-lCV츄)=(iOf) - lCV용) =r'(i→'CV융)) 

is open in X. 
Sαfficiency. Let f* : X→Y융 be faintly-continuous. Let V be any {}-open se! 
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of Y. Since ;-1 : Y‘• Y is almost-continuous, by Theorem 3.1 ; (V) is O-open 

inY‘ and hence f-l(V)=(f용)- 1“αη) is open in X. 

1n Theorem 14 of [3] , it is shown that if a function f: X• Y is weakly. 

continuous then the graph map g: X• X x Y is faintly-continuous. Howe、 er, 
it was already known that a function f: : X• Y is weakly-continuous if and 

only if the graph map g: X • X x Y is weakly-continuous [4 , Theorem 1]. 
Thus, Theorem 14 01 [3] is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 and the 
result stated above. 

THEOREM 3.4. If a S1lηéction f: X-• Y is faùrtl y-contùr“01lS, Ihen f;s se! 

COlt’'lecled. 

PROOF. Let V be any open and closed set Y. Then V is O-open and O-closed 

in Y. Since f is faintly-continuous, f- 1(V) is open and c10sed in X by Theo

rem 9 of [3] . Since f is surjective, it follows f rom Theorem 2 of [1] that f is 
set-con nected. 

A space X is said to be almost-regνlar [9] if for eacb regular closed set F 

and eacb x윤F， there exist disjoint open sets U and V 01 X such that FCU and 

x e V. It is known that every faintly-continuous function into an almost• regular 

space is almost-continuous [3, Theorem llJ. 

REMARK 3. 5. Every set-connected surjection is not always faintly-continuous 

even though the range is a regular space as the following example shows 

EXll.l'vlPLE 3.6. Let 1 = [α l J be the unit inteπal. ~ the co-countable topology 

for 1 and (J the usual topol앵y for I. Let ‘ : (I，~)→(1， (J) be tbe identity func

t ion. Then, since (1, (J) is regular and A= [0, 1/ 2) E (J, A is O-open in (1. (J) 

but ，- -l (A)ξ't. Thus, ,- is a set-connected function without being faintly-con 

tin uous. 

COROLLARY 3.7. Comrectedtress;s þreserved 쩌der fa;trtl y-cOlrt i1zu01Is surjec

tt ons. 

PROOF. This follows from [1, Lemma 4] and Theorem 3. 4. 

4. Set-connected functions 

A space X is said to be extremally disco1/.nected if CI(V) is open in X for 

every open set V of X. A function f : X • Y is said to be δ-continιoαs [6] if 
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for each .< e X and each open neighborhood V of f (") there exisls an open 

neighborhood U of " such that f (Int(Cl (U ) )) Clnt(Cl (V)). lt is known in [6] 

that ö-continuity implies almost.continu ity and is independent of continui ty. 

THEOREM 4. L l f f: X• Y is set-co1lttected aηd Y is eztremally disconnecled. 

then f is δ-continμO'ltS 

PROOF. Let" e X and V be any open neighborhood of f (z ) . Since Y is 

extrernally disconnected, Cl(V) is a ciosed and open sct of Y. Since f is set-con 

nected. it follows from Thcorern 2 and Remark of [1] that f - 1(Cl(V )) is closed 

and open in X. Put U=f- 1(Cl(V)). then U is an open neighborhood of "and 

f (Int (CI(U)))C]nt(CI(V)). This shows that f is δ-cOntmuous. 

COROLLARY 4.2. Lel Y be an e"lremally disconnecled spacι Theι for a 

szer jectioft f : X• Y , Ihe following are eq…valent: 

(a) f is δ-continuoιs. 

(b) f is almosl-conlinuous. 

(c) f ‘s I}-conlinμous. 

(d) f is ωeakl y-continuous. 

(e) f is faintly.continuous. 

(f) f is sel-connecled. 

PROOF. This follows from Rernark 2. 1. Theorems 2. 3. 3. 4 and 4. 1. It should 

be noted that the condition “surjective" on f is only used to provc the implica

tion: (e)::>(f). 

A space X is said to be locally S.closed [7] if each point of X has an open 

neighborhood which is an S-c\osed subspace of X. 

COROLLARY 4. 3. lf f: X• Y is set-collnected Gnd Y is locally S-closed 

regular. Ihen f is coπtinuo“s. 

PROOF. Since Y is 1α:ally S-closed regular. by Theorem 3.5 of [7] Y is 

extremally disconnected and hence f is δ continuøtl강 by Thcorem 4. 1. \10reo、 er, 
since Y is regular. f is continuous [6. Theorcm 4. 이 

The graph G(f) of a function f : X• Y is said to be e"lremely closed [3] if 

for each (". y)홉G(f) there exist an φen set U containing x and a (1-open set 

V containing y such that (U x V) n G(f )=0. 

T HEOREM 4.4. If f: X -• Y is sel-connecled and Y is extremally discom,ected 
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Ha"sdorff, tl,etl G(f) ‘s ιτIremel y-cI osed. 

PROOF. Since f is set.connectecl and Y is extremally d isconnεcted ， by Theo 

rem 4.1 f is δ-continuous. !vloreovcr, since Y is Hausdorff. it follo\\{s from 

Theorem 5.2 of [6] that for each (x , y)흔G(f) there exist regular open sets UC 

X and VCY containing x and y , respectively, such that f (U) n V = 0. Since Y 

is extremally disconnected, V=Int(Cl(V)) is 0야n and cJosed in Y and hence 

it is l1-open in Y . Therefore, by Theorem 15 of [3] G(f) is extremely-closed. 

COROLLA RY 4. 5. If f : X • Y is sel-connecled and Y is locally S -closed Hm<s 

dorff, Ilzeμ G(f) is exlremel y-closed. 

PROOF. This follows from the fact that every locally S-cJosed Hausdorfí 

space is extremally disconnected [7, Theorem 3, 2]. 

A function f: X• Y is said to be weakl y-open [8] if f‘ or every open set U 01 

X f(U)ζInt(f(Cl(U))). 

THEOREM 4. 6. Lel f: X • Y be a set-couuected weakly-oþell S1trjectioll and 

ass“’ue tkat f ~1(y) zs cO/mected for eack y e Y. Tlteι ， X is com,ecled if and 

01lly ‘f y ~'s c01mected. 

PROOF. N ecessity. This follows from Lemma 4 of [1]. 

Sαfficiency. Assume that X is not connected . There exist disjoint nonempty 

open sets U1 and U2 such that X =U1UUZ' Since f is weakly-opcn and U l' U2 
are cIosed and open in X. f(U 1) and f(U z) are open in Y. Moreover. we have 

f(U\)음ø. f(U2)~Øand Y = f (U\) Uf(Uz)' Next , weshow that f(U\) Il!(Uz) = O. 

Assume that y sfmJnf(U2). Put Gl=f-l(y)nUj for I= l. 2. Then, for j=1. 2 
l G

j 
is a nonempty open 않t of the subspace f-'(y ). We al잉 have G1 UGz= f ' (y) 

and G, ncz= o. This contradicts that ! • (y) is connected for each y e Y. 

Therefore. we obtain ! (u\) n!(Uz)=0 and hen ce Y is not connected. 
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